
STALINS IMPACT ON RUSSIAN HISTORY ESSAY

Free Essay: The Impact of Stalin on Russia and the Russian People Joseph Stalin was He abandoned Lenin's idea of
'World Revolution' and adopted his own.

Stalin was more effective than any other ruler of Russia in the period â€” in dealing with opposition. One
example of a propaganda poster used by the Soviets to promote collectivisation during the s is figure 1 ; it
reads. The strict classroom discipline of the Tsarist days was abandoned. The secret police actively
encouraged people to inform on neighbours, work mates etc. The number of doctors rose greatly but there is
evidence that they were so scared of doing wrong, that they had to go by the rule book and make appointments
for operations which people did not require!! Lenin set up the Communist International Comintern in to spread
communism. She is facing disaster. However Lenin had to agree to the Treaty of Brest-Litvosk in  They
therefore both believed in violent revolution by the workers after which the means of production would be for
every ones benefit and shared Communism. Was Stalin a disaster for Russia? Stalin did not care if he was
liked of not. Stalin was not the first leader to use these tactics as a political weapon; however, this man
certainly took it to a new level. But alas, the impacts of Mr. German forces sweep across the country and by
December have almost reached Moscow. Also, he served as a premier. He was a leader of a small party, the
Bolsheviks, but his brilliant leadership, opportunism, and organizational skills allowed his party to seize and
hold onto power. Stalin was the dictator of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics from to  The first
Five-Year Plan ran from to , and was followed by a second one in  Lenin was pragmatic and was able to
change his policies. In the work place, women maintained their status and there was effective equality with
men. Indeed few people in history can compare with Stalin in terms of shear ruthlessness and evil. At the
worst, this lead to teachers struggling for survival among unruly pupils; but at the best it brought a spirit of
friendliness and co-operation into the classroom. He was similarly pragmatic in signing a neutrality pact with
Japan in April , hoping this would allow the USSR time to build up its industrial strength. The source is likely
to be heavily bias in favour of Stalin and the government at that time. Vissarion Djugashvili was the son of
Geogian peasants who only ten years before had still been surfs. This action resulted in a loss of Russian
population and a loss of trained officers leaving only the young and inexperienced officers example is the
invasion of Finland in , with a poor performance on the Russian side. This man started what history now calls
"The Great Purges. For example Stalin helped the Republicans during the Spanish Civil war by supplying
them with weapons whereas the Fascists were helped by Hitler. The primary leader of the Soviet Union was
Joseph Stalin. This was a time of massive devastation during which almost 5 million peasants died of
starvation due to the failures of collective farming. The people of Russia had to read what the state allowed,
see what the state allowed and listen to what the state allowed. China, before Mao Zedong, was attempting,
but failing, to modernize efficiently under Nationalism. Stalin is adamant these countries will be satellite states
of the Soviet Union. Whereas the Provisional Government wanted compromise, Lenin wanted Revolution.
Hitler sent these people to labor camps also known as concentration camp. Stalin by contrast did not command
such personal loyalty. Starting in late Stalin and his governing body launched a set of policies known as the
"Five-year plans. He succeeded in taking Russia out of the Great War, won the Civil War, and made sweeping
social changes benefiting his people. This made sure the army and towns were fed in order to win the war.
Marx saw Capitalism as wrong and history as a process of change.


